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Comments: I'm an active out doors person that likes to recreate in the National Forest. We enjoy the winter

snowmobiling in the Panhandle National, Nez Pierce National, and Payette National Forest in ID along with other

National Forest in neighboring states. The Nez Pierce National Forest has unique areas, Great Burn, Doe Creek,

Deer Creek, Goat Lake, Blacklead Mountain for the snowmobile explores. Exploring around the mountains in the

snow produces a unique experience each time to visit as the snow is shaped by the storms that bring the snow.

For me personally it is a time of relaxing from all the everyday events. In the Payette we also like to wonder out to

Duck Lake, Elk Lake, Warren, New Medeows which brings a different experience because of the terrain. The

Panhandle has more of a trail system that is unique to the loops that the trails make. Off the different loops are

play arias that give the snowmobiler's a chance to practice their riding abilities.

As I noted that we like to be out doors in the National Forest, we also enjoy camping in the forest along with our

ATV and UTV. This is a pleasurable time take your time and see the animals, birds in their environment. The

animals have to lire of humans in the space. However, if we respect their space and don't poss any threat to

them, they are fun to watch. Again there is no other way to experience these thing that God has created for us to

enjoy.

Along with our National Forest, the Water Ways provide an experience all together different from the Forest.

Rafting, Canoeing, Jet Boating to navigate the rivers. I have enjoy Rafting along through the rapids for a thrill and

the next moment you are enjoying an animal, bird, or site that you could never see unless you were on the water.

If these thing were not enjoyable, stress relieving, memory, making moments, you wouldn't have the billion dollar

recreational industry.  

With that I believe that there are enough Wilderness areas in the Western United States already. A large number

of people that look for places to recreate in the Forest come to the West. Why? Because all of the land in the

Eastern part of the country are not accessible for Campers and Motorized recreation.

I believe the National Forest need to be managed to preserve our timber industry along with the Recreational

activity. The Timber Industry bring valuable produces and employment to our lives. The same applies to

Recreational Sports that brings revenue to the areas, along with employment to the industry.

 

 I highly recommend Alternative X       


